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My previous job



My previous “team”



Life of a civic developer

I want the election results 
on a map



Life of a civic developer



Life of a civic developer



Life of a civic developer



Oh dear...



Oh dear...



Source: Morgan Stanley Research. Note: Notebook PCs include 
Netbooks.



So how am I going to get 
2.045 kb of XML for each of 
the +3000 candidate to a 
mobile phone



I learn we use the spec (through a friend and wikipedia)



But it’s a Dutch adaptation to the actual standard



And I can’t find it on the site



So I stop….



It’s time to go out to vote



It’s time to go out to vote
“Register to 

vote”



Google Trends, Relative search volume for ‘where do I vote” and “register to vote” - 2004 - present

It’s time to go out to vote
“Register to 

vote”
“Where to 

vote”



Help users understand elections



Open isn’t enough



Open data is often not really data



... is hardly ever appropriately licensed

Source: Thomas Levine 



... gets updated with new data

Source: Thomas Levine 



Format Accuracy
Coverage

DepthBreadth
Timeliness

… nor provides enough incentives to re-use 



So how can we transform this



Into something like this





Where is my polling place?



So what data are we talking about?

Polling place 
locations Ballot contents Voter registration



153,676 Polling Places

8,398 Early Vote Locations

39,035 Candidates

23 million Voter Information Queries

100 developer built apps

600 sites embedded our Voter Information Tool



Open source version at code.google.com/p/voter-
info-tool







To what municipality does 
my user belong?







So what data are we talking about?

Country

Province

Municipality

Province

Municipality Municipality Municipality

Precinct Ward WardPrecinct



ocd-division/country:<country_code>[/<type>:<type_id>]+
ocd-division/country:us/state:nc/cd:2
ocd-division/country:us/district:dc/anc:4a/section:8



Making civic information machine readable



Elections Representatives Administrative 
Area’s 





GTFS



How can I get transit 
directions included on 
mapping sites?
Bibiana McHugh, IT Manager in the city of 
Portland



So what data are we talking about?

Static transportation data Real time transportation 
data



agency.txt: transit agency providing the feed
stops.txt: location of transit stations and stops
routes.txt: transit routes and other logical groupings of trips
trips.txt: scheduled runs for a particular route between a 
sequence of stops
stop_times.txt: the sequence of stops for each trip along with 
the arrival and departure times
calendar.txt: days of calendar where trips run

GTFS is a simple tabular format



You define the standard



What we have learned



Play to your strengths

Provide basic 
services in a 
reliable way

Rapidly iterating 
with new

innovations that 
may likely fail



Build an ecosystem, not an app

500 apps

+180 
transport 
agencies



Focus on the user

Is the air I breathe healthy?



Build for the developer



As we did



Start simple

1

2

3

4

Narrow focus

Simple web-native formats (tabular with some light metadata)

Think distributed

Tool or platform agnostic



Provide the tools

function test(options) {

    var args = options.args || [];

        // your code here



Win quickly



Define together

Propose a 
feature

Provide 
feedback

Test 
feature

New spec
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Thank you!


